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1 
This invention relates 

larly directed to the: formation of a pryable her 
metical seal as a closure for a container end and; 
which end may have two sealing connections in-. l 

to pryable solder sealed, ‘ 
tops for cans or containers, and is more particue 

2 
‘ the-‘range of the Vacuum of the order of 30 inches 

eluding a pryable soldered primary seal for the , 
maintenance (of the contents of the can or con 
tainer, and a secondary seal operable when the . 
primary seal is broken to prevent Irapid deteri-,v 
oration of the product contained within the can. 
In the ‘preservation of food products, particu 

larly of the character susceptible to deterioration 
after opening as, for example, coffee, spices, paint, 
and other similar products which are generally 
retained in the can and used therefrom, there has 
long been sought some form of container which 
would enable the same to be sealed as it is packed, 
either under partial vacuum pressure, or the like, 
and which container would also provide a means 
which would permit its easy opening and at the 
same time provide a relatively tight cover- pro 
viding a secondary seal which would permit the 
cover to be removed and replaced after the 
breaking of the primary seal. . , 

_In such a container ‘it is ‘essential that the sec 
ondary seal permit of easy removal and replac 
ing of the cover or ‘closure member while provid 
ing a re-lativelyvtight seal so that the contents 
of the can or container may be used therefrom 
easily and as desired. ‘ 

I have found that I am able to form a primary 
seal for such a container which is easily broken 
by a prying action by ‘forming a solder seal of. 
limited width and which limited solder seal will 
withstand high internal pressures and high in-‘ 
ternal vacuulms alternately making the same par 
ticularly applicable for use ‘as a container for 
products such as‘ coffee and the like which are 
packed under high vacuum and then develop a 
relatively high internal pressure. . ‘ ‘ 

It is therefore an object of my invention to pro 
vide a sanitary can or container‘having a cover 
member providing primary and secondary seals 
where the primary seal is of a permanent, endur 
ing, and air-tight‘characteroperable to main 
tain the contents within the can and of the order 
necessary to. retain a ‘vacuum or pressure, the 
secondary seal being of ‘such character after de 
struction of the primary seal to protect the con 
tents of the sanitary can. 
Another object of my invention is to provide a, 

friction top lid including an annular ring having 
mounted therein a friction top and between 
which friction top and annular ring there is pro 
vided a permanent seal which may be easily 
broken by a simple prying operation. ‘ 
Another object of this invention is to provide 

a can end providing an hermetical seal ‘which may 
be easilyvbroken by a prying action ‘and which is 
capable of withstanding alternate pressuresover 
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of mercury and 20 pounds per square inch above 
atmospheric pressure. 
Another object of my invention is to provide a 

,‘ top for a sanitary can which includes a primary 
and a secondary seal between the top or lid and 
an annular ring forming one end portion of such 
can, and which seals are of such character as to 
permit, their being broken without mutilating or 
destroying the top or the annular ring. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a 

friction top lid for a sanitary can having a solder 
seal of such con?ned area as to form an effective 
seal and yet which may be easily broken by a 
prying action, without requiring the use of a 
special form of prying tool. 

Another. object of this invention is to provide 
the top and the annular ring of the end member 
of a sanitary can with annular ?ange means for 
the purpose of con?ning the area of the primary 1 
seal formed between said top and annular ring. 

Another object of this invention lies in the 
formation of ‘the primary and secondary seals in 
such spaced relation as to avoid. adherence of 
the cooperating surfaces of the secondary seal ‘ 
during the soldering of said primary seal, 
Another object of this invention resides in the 

formation of the primary and secondary seals 
in such manner ‘as to con?ne the solder in the 
lofcalityvof said primary seal and to prevent the , 
solder fro'm ?owing into said secondary'seal. 

Other objects and advantages of this inven 
tion it is believed vwill be apparent from the fol 
lowing detailed description of a preferred em 
bodiment thereof as- illustrated in the accom 
panying drawings. 
In the drawings: 
Figure 1 is a perspective view of a sanitary can 

incorporating a friction top embodying my in 
vention. ‘ ‘ ‘ 

Figure 2 is a fragmental sectional view taken 
substantially on the line 2—2 of Figure 1. 

Figure 3 is a view similar to Figure 2 of a mod 
i?ed form of structure embodying my invention. . 

Figure 4 is an enlarged fragmental sectional 
View in which the relative thicknesses are exag 
gerated for the purpose of illustration. . 

Figure 5 is a view similar to Figure 4 but being 
particularly applicable to't‘he form of construc- ‘ 
tion illustrated in‘ Figure 3. i 

In’ accordance with my invention, a sanitary 
can or other container l of any suitable or de- ‘ 
sirablle construction adapted to contain food or 
other material is provided with an end ‘as 
sembly 2. ‘ ‘ ‘ 

As illustrated in Figures‘ 1 and 2, the end'is 
a fabricated structure formed of sheet metal and 
consisting of an annular ring or wall part 3 and 
a friction ‘top’ or cover lpart 4. The‘end assembly 
2 is formed in any suitable or desirable Way as is 
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well understood in the art to enable the same to 
be rolled or crimped to the body of the container 
I as, for exampie, ‘illustrated at 5. The partic 
ular manner or ‘rolling of crimping the end 2 to 
the body I is commonly practiced in the art and 
for-ms no part of my invention. ' 
The end assembly 2 is fabricated so as to p‘ we 

vide between the annular ring 3 and the friction 
top 4 a primary seal 6 and a s‘e'co'ntla'ry seal 1'. 
The entire end for the sanitary container 1‘ ‘is 
preferably fabricated before the end is assembled 
or secured to the container I .- The annular ring 
3 is formed at its outer edge to permit theefo-rrnae 
tion of the double sea-m 5 and at its inner edge 
is- provided with a vertically extending annular 
?ange '8' providing‘ the "cylindrical surface 9, which 
defines‘ the peripheral edge ‘clan opening» afford 
in'g access to the interior of the'oo-ntainei" "I. 
Intermediate ‘the inner and outer edges of vthe 

ring, the ring is tor-med ‘in such- manner as to 
provide a eon-‘lining area member in the term 
of a ridge or’ ?ange "It; ‘iorth-etormation‘bf the 
friction top Jpn-nary ‘seal '6._ The formation of 
the ring ‘3, as illustrated in Figure 1, to provide 
a solder con?nin'gfarea'rnemberor flange 5H] ‘for 
the formation or the primary seal‘ e, not only 
reinforces the ‘ring, but ‘also ‘provides a more re 
stricted ib'él'feét "Sealing area ‘at ‘the apex 
of such flange. The raising ‘of this sealing sec 
tion also provides that the top ‘13 when secured 
in vposition to form the primaryseal will "be raised 
at its outer edge. ‘?fawayironl the ‘annular ‘ring 
3 su?icieht to permit the easy insertion of a tool 
or instrument between the annular ring ‘3' and‘ 
the {flange II for ‘prying the top it away ‘from ‘the 
annular ring 3' to break the primary seal. 
The ifriiction top '4 is formed ‘in any suitable 

or ‘desirable ‘manner to provide ‘a complementary 
cylindrical surface _ 12 adapted" to =‘cooper'ate the ‘cylindrical ‘surface ‘9 to form al'fi'ictionseal. 

These‘ two complementary cylindrical surfaces 
form theseeohda'ry seal. The friction top -'4, out» 
wardl'y from ‘the ‘cylindrical surface '9, is provided‘ 
with the annular "?a‘nge "i'l,v which is preferably 
formed in such manner as ‘to provide an annular - ‘1 
con?ning area primary sealing section [3' over 
lyingthe primaryseal ‘area ‘provided by .the apex 
of the flange it ‘orthe-‘annular ring. '3- vThis con 
?ning area ‘is preferably’ formed ‘in such manner 
as to reinforce the Range H at the ‘point "of dorma 
tion of the primary seal so that v‘a :mor‘e'per‘f'ect 
sealingrsurface will be had. Theiorihat-ion of 
the con?ning section I53 in the top '4 also. serves to 
straighten-‘out ‘any ‘waves or other 'va'riati'ons‘prese 
ent in the material forming the top deprodilicin’g 
a ‘soldering area plane limited by ‘the oi 
the flange it whieh cooperates with the "sec; 
tion ‘{3- _ _ ‘ 

As-‘i'llus'trated ‘in ‘Figure v1, this reinforcingbl 
the annular flange ‘I‘I' is-“prov'ided by deforming 
the ?ange in ‘any suitable‘ or desirable manner 
to form a ‘channel 1-4 into which the compile 
mental-y vertical flange providingthe sealingsed 
tion I-ooi the annular ring .3 extends. 

It will be evident that‘ "the ‘construction de- ‘ -' 
scribed for the-top or {cover part 'll'iincludihg the 
lateral o?setting' which forms the 'cyl'indrical‘sur 
faoe 12-, serves to ‘stiiien ‘the cover ‘a'gainst lateral 
bending. Likewise the o'ifse'tting which‘ provides 
the ?ange 8 and ridge-like portion I0 serves ‘to 
sti?e‘n the ring or- ‘wait-part ‘3. 

»I5'1)Tl¥fe'r Tto rorm the primary ‘sea-1- by» produc 
ing-"a readily frangible solder "connection between 
the surfaces ‘liar and Ila-by ?rst "timing ‘one-or 
bothv or ‘the ‘two-‘mating :s‘u'rlfab'esin any L‘sii'iilt'able 

4 
or desirable manner and then under the come‘ 
bined in?uence of heat and pressure, fuse the I 
tinned surfaces together. For this purpose any 
ordinary or low ‘temperature melting solders may I 
be employed. In any event, the solder or primary 
‘seal is spaced from the surfaces 9 ‘and I2 forming 

‘ the “secondary or friction seal 1 and is prevented 
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from flowing into said secondary seal. By thus 
forming the primary seal, a pressure-tight seal 
is'mafmtained ‘over the limited areas I0 and I3, 
‘which is easily broken by the prying action ob 
tained from inserting a suitable tool such as the 
handle end of a common table spoon under the 
outwardly extending section of the flange I I and 
prying upwardly. This action will break the 
primary seal and continued prying will force 
apart the secondary friction seal formed between 
the lezi'llintlrical surfaces 9 "and I2. Thus, the ‘con 
tainei' maybe ‘opened and when opened the ‘desired 
quantity or material ‘within the container may 
be removed and ‘used as desired. The ‘friction 
top "A may then be replaced, reestablishing the 
secondary seal which will re'du'ceto a minimum 
deterioration of ‘the product contained‘ within vthe 
‘container 1'. __ 

The primary ‘seal embodying my invention I 
have Tfouhd ‘must be ‘of limited character in order 
to permit'the‘seal to be broken easily ‘by a simple 
prying action- as by inserting the ‘end ‘of a spoon 
or ot‘h'er‘bl‘uht instrument under the edge III‘ ‘and 
prying upwardly ‘over the rim of the 'c'o’n-“tatner. A 
satisfactory term or ‘such Jseal I have “found is 
where the widthbf ‘the radial in ‘transverse ‘cross 
sectional vdimension of the‘ ‘annular solder seal is 
about "four tithes, ‘or less, than ‘the ‘thickness of 
theishee't metal. can stock Of wl'l'ich-‘bhe‘ top 4 TS 
formed. In practical‘ prefer to ‘employ. an rannu 
lar solder seal which is about twice the thickness 

- of the said stock, or for :usein-a‘one=pound»oo‘ffee 

46‘ ‘canon-‘the neighborhood'of ‘115 of an inch in width. 
On tests 'of such a. primary seal, 1 have found 
that the same is ‘able to withstand the highest 
vacuum ‘commercially vattainable as utilizedin‘the 
vacuu'inrpaokin'g- of‘ products such ‘as 'cotfee, and 
will likewise withstand the pressure whi'ch‘l'de 
velops ‘in such 1a container" which may develop 
to the; ‘extent- of approximately 20. poimdsi per 
sqiiarednchiabove amospheric' ipres's'ure. 
Itisrapparent that the primary'seal used. for 

‘thislpiirpose must ‘be able to withs'tandtlfisalter 
natepressure‘eondition to maintainthezcont‘ents ‘ 
hermeticallywsealedi under high vacuuman'd'have 
sufficient fstren'g'th: Ytofprevent" any possibility ‘of. 
the power '4 being blownlaway'ifrom the ‘ring 2 

‘ when the relatively highpressure .Id‘ev’elopst within 
the» vcan. 

Whi‘lexIvh'ave hereina'bove speci?ed‘: the: .solder 
seal< width'asrbeing vrelatedto therthickness of. the 
sheet. metalasto‘ck used-in formirig‘the top '4, ‘it 
will "be apparehtithat .s'uchsto'ok may-vary. 'This 
stock ‘ordinarily ienfplo‘y'e‘d fin ‘one-‘pound fcdffee 
cans a: thickness-of about @010”. There 11s, 
however, a de?nite ‘relationship between ‘the 
thickhessio‘flithe stock: an'dvthe radialwid‘th 'of ‘the 
‘solder seal having a de?nitefrelation'to the ability 
to‘ pfythe tops-away tromlthe ring 12. As‘ the 
stoe‘k‘ decreases ‘in vthickness; it will be, ‘necessary ‘ 
to- reduce the width ‘of: the solder" seal because 
under such-circumstances the top 11 'as iorrn'e‘d 
o?'sueh stock-‘would haveil‘ess rigidity lor resist- 
ance to deformation under a‘ prying action. As 
the>thiokness'oil‘theestock increased, the thickness 
offithe solder ‘seal lmayliikeviisebe inereased‘iwith 
out {danger or the Tf-ricti'on 'itop-becomingdestruc 
itime]? deformed ‘or ‘mutilated; 'lm‘?ér a prying 
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action. It is desirable to have a seal which will, 
however, open under a very slight prying action 
as long as that seal is effective to maintain the 
alternating pressure conditions as hereinabove 
speci?ed. 
In the second modi?cation of my invention, as 

illustrated in Figure 3, similar parts are indicated 
by similar numerals with the addition of an 
exponent a thereto. 
In this modi?cation the annular ring 3a is 

formed substantially in the same manner as de 
scribed in connection with the modi?cation of my 
invention in Figures 1 and 2 with the exception 
that the primary seal ?ange or ridge Illa is formed 
with its sealing surface curved as illustrated at 
I5a. In this modi?cation, the secondary seal ‘la 
is illustrated as being formed in the same manner 
as in the ?rst modi?cation considered. The pri 
mary seal 6a is, however, formed also by forming 
the friction top 4a with a downwardly depending 
?ange or ridge I 6a to provide a curved sealing 
area [3a immediately over the curved sealing 
area l5a of the annular ring 3a. 
In this modi?cation the material forming the 

peripheral annular ?ange Ila is doubled up on 
itself as at I'm to reinforce the annular ?ange 
and the cover 4d at the section adjacent the 
primary seal. 

It will also be apparent from the foregoing 
description that one of the features of my in 
vention is the forming of the primary seal 6 over 
a con?ned area as by ?anging one or both of the 
parts of the assembly forming the primary seal to 
enable an accurate and reliable control of the 
width of the seal formed. 

It is, of course, apparent that in the forming of 
the primary seal where solder is utilized the parts 
may be treated with a suitable ?ux prior to the 
sealing operation and it is also apparent that the 
cylindrical surfaces forming the secondary seal 
may be suitably treated to prevent the same from 
sticking together during the formation of the 
primary seal. These surfaces forming the fric 
tion seal may be e?ectively protected against 
sticking together during the formation of the 
primary seal by lithographing one or both of the 
cooperating surfaces forming the secondary fric 
tion seal. _ 

It will be apparent also that the can top and end 
may be made of any suitable material which, 
when properly treated, may be joined together 
by soldering. 
Referring particularly to Figures 4 and 5, I 

have shown the solder seals as hereinabove set 
forth enlarged for the purpose of illustration, 
Figure'4 being the seal of the ?rst modi?cation 
of Figure 2, while Figure 5 is the cylindrical seal 
and modi?cation illustrated in Figure 3. In Fig 
ure 4 the width of the limited end area formed 
by the ?ange or ridge i0 is of the order of twice 
the thickness of the sheet metal stock and the 
width of the solder seal is limited accordingly. In 
Figure 5 the width of the limited end area of 
?ange llla is of the order of four times the thick 
ness of the sheet metal. 
In these illustrations it will be observed that 

the solder seal “S” is limited by the area of the 
?ange or ?anges of the metal top and ring which 
cooperate in substantial contact. The end of the 
?ange may thus be said to be a “limiter” of the 
width of the solder seal that may form the 
hermetical connection between the cover and 
ring. 
Having fully described my invention, it is to 

be understood that I do not wish to be limited to 
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the details herein set forth, but my invention is 
of the full scope of the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. A container having a metallic member pro 

vided with an opening; a pryable top of a given 
thickness serving as a closure for said opening, 
said container portion having a raised ridge ex 
tending completely around said opening, said 
pryable top having a depending similar ridge 
disposed inwardly of its peripheral edge and in 
confronting relation to ‘said first-‘mentioned 
ridge; and a readily frangible, circumferentially 
continuous solder connection between the apexes 
of said ridges providing an hermetic seal 
between said container portion and pryable 
top, said frangible connection being of a radial 
width of not more than about four times the . 
thickness of the top material, said ridges spacing 
the edge of said pryable top from said container 
portion so that said edge can serve as a prying lip. 

2. In a container construction wherein ‘a sheet 
metal wall part of the container is provided with 
an opening for access into the interior of the con— 
tainer, .a cover part formed of sheet metal and 
relatively rigid in resisting lateral bending, one of 
said parts being provided with a ridge-like cir 
cularly contoured offset which presents an end ‘ 
area to the other part of limited radial width, a 
continuous frangible solder seal between said end 
area and the other part and forming a hermetic 
seal for said opening, and means carried by the 
cover to enable prying of the same in a direction 
away from the wall part, said solder seal being a 
narrow and continuous line of solder of uniform 
width which is frangible throughout its length 
upon application of prying forces insuf?cient to 
cause substantial mutilation of the cover part. 

3. In a container construction wherein a sheet 
metal wall part of the container is provided with 
:an opening for access into the interior of the 
container, a cover part formed of sheet metal, 
said cover part being‘provided with a ridge-like 
circularly contoured offset which presents an end 
area to the other part of limited radial width, a 
continuous frangible seal formed between said 
end area and the other part and forming a her 
metic seal for said opening, and means carried 
by the cover to enable prying of the same in a 
direction away from the wall part, such seal being 
a narrow and continuous line of bonding mate 
rial of uniform width which is frangible through 
out its length upon application of prying forces 

‘ insufficient to cause substantial mutilation of the 
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cover part. 
4. In a container construction wherein a sheet 

metal wall part of the container is provided with 
an opening for access into the interior of the 
container, a cover part formed of sheet metal, 
circularly contoured offsets formed on both the 
cover part and on the wall part, said offsets 
serving to stiffen said parts against lateral bend 
ing, one of said offsets being formed ridge-like to 
present an end area to the other offset which is 
of limited radial width, a continuous frangible 
seal between said end area and the other oifset 
and forming a hermetic seal for said opening, and 
means carried by the cover to enable prying of 
the same in a direction away from the wall part, 
said seal being a narrow and continuous line of 
bonding material of uniform width which is 
frangible throughout its length upon application 
of prying forces to the cover insu?icient to cause 
substantial mutilation of either the cover or wall 
parts. 

5. In a container construction wherein‘ a sheet: 



metal wall part of the container is, provided with 
an opening for access into the ‘interior of. the con 
tainer, a cover part formed of sheet metal stiff~ 
ened bylateral offsetting whereby it is relatively 
rigid in resisting lateral bending, the wallpart of 
the container being provided with lateral o?set 
ting whereby it is. relatively rigid. in resisting 
bending, one of said parts being provided with a 
ridge-like circularly contoured offset which pre 
sents an end area .to the other vpart of limited 
radial width, a continuous frangible solder seal 
between said end area and the, other part and 
forming .a hermetic seal for said opening, and 
means carried by the coverito enable prying of 
the same in a direction away from the wall part, 
said solder seal being a narrow and continuous 
lineof solder which is of a uniform width of not 
more than about four times the thickness of the 
sheet metal and is frangible throughout its. length 
upon application of prying forces to the cover 
insufficient to .causesubstantial mutilation of the 
same. 

6.. In a container construction wherein a sheet 
metal wall part of the container is provided with 
an opening for access into the interior of the 
container, a cover part formed of ‘sheet metal 
having an ‘annular offset proportioned to have 
frictional; engagement with thevopening, said off 
set gportion serving to stiffen the cover part 
against lateral bending, one of said parts being 
formedrto provide another annular offset forming 
a ridge-and presenting an endarea to the other 
part which is of limited radial width, saidarea 
being spaced from said frictional engagement, a 
frangible solder seal between said areaiand the 
other part and forming a hermetic seal for said 
opening, and means carried by the cover to enable 
prying of the same in a direction away from the 
wall part, said solder seal being con?ned to a 
uniform width by the limited end area of said 
ridge. to provide a seal which is frangible through 
out its length upon application of prying forces 
to the cover insufficient to cause substantial 
mutilation of the same, whereby said cover is 
frictionally engageable with said opening after 
breaking vof said solder seal. 

'1. Ina container construction wherein a sheet 
metal wall part of the container is provided with 
an opening for access into the interior of the 
container, a cover part formed of sheet metal . 
provided with a circularly contoured offset serv 
ing to stiffen the same vagainst lateral bending, 
the wall part being provided with a circularly con 
toured offset forming the periphery of the opening 
and with which the offset portion of the cover is 
adapted to frictionallyengage, another circularly 
contoured ridge-like offset formed on one of the 
parts and presenting a relatively narrow circular 
end area to the other part, a frangible solder 
seal between said area and the other part and 
forming a hermetic seal about the opening, and 
means carried by theicover to enable prying of 
the same in a direction away from the cover, said 
solder seal being a narrow and continuous line 
of solder of uniform width not greater than about 
four times the thickness of the sheet metal and 
which is frangible throughout its length upon 
application of pryingforces insuflicien-t to cause 
substantial mutilation of the cover part. 

8. In a container construction, a wall part 
formed of relatively bendable sheet metal having 
an opening for-access into the interior of the 
containerland provided with annular con?gura 
tions about the opening to render said part rela 
tively'rigid-said con?gurations including a ridge 
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8 , 
like annular offset providing an end areahaving 
an effective width of not more than about four 
times the thickness of the sheet metal, a cover 
part likewise formed of ‘relatively bendable sheet 
metal, said cover part being con?gurated annu 
rlarly to provide a relatively true annular planar 
sealing surface and to render the cover relatively 
rigid against deformation when pried from the 
wall part, said cover being provided with means 
serving to enable prying of ‘the cover part in a 
direction away from the wall part of the con 
tainer, and a hermetic solder seal between the 
end area of said ridge-like offset and said planar 
sealing surface of the cover part and forming 
a hermetic seal between said parts, said ,seal 
being limited in ‘radial width by ,the width of the 
end area of said ridge to be readily frangible upon 
application of prying forces insu?icientito deform 
the cover and wall parts. 

9. In a container construction ‘wherein a sheet 
metal wall part of‘ the container is provided with 
an opening for access into the interior‘ of the 
container, a cover part formed of sheet metal 
stiffened by lateral offsetting to resist lateral 
bending, a ridge-like circularly contoured offset 
formed on one of said parts and surrounding the 
opening, said last named offset presenting a 
limited end face area to the other part which has 
a Width in a radial direction of the order of sub 
stantially twice the thicknessof the sheetmetal, 
a 'continuous'frangible solder seal formed between 
said. end face areaandthe other ‘part and-form 
ing a hermetic seal for said openingrand means 
carried by the cover toenable pryingof the same 
in a direction away from the wall .part, said solder 
seal being frangible throughout its length upon 
application of prying forces insufficient to cause 
substantial mutilation of the coverpart. 

10. In a containerlconstructio-n wherein a-sheet 
metal wall part- of the container is provided with 
an opening for access into the interior of the 
container, 9, cover part having an annular offset 
portion serving tosti?en the same against lateral 
bending, the wall .part ‘having an offset about 
the opening adapted to be frictionally engaged‘ by 
the offset of the cover part, a ridge-like circularly 
contouredoifset formed on one of the parts and 
surrounding the opening, said last-named offset 
presenting a limited end face area‘to the other 
part which has a width in a radial direction of 
the order of not more than four times, the thick 
ness of the sheet metal, said end area being 
spaced from said frictional engagement, a con 
tinuous frangible connection between the end 

7 ‘area anclthe adjacentarea of the other part and 
forming a hermetic seal about the opening, ‘the 
cover part having anedge portion spaced’ from 
the adjacent portion of ‘the wall part by said 
ridge-like offset and forming means whereby the 
cover can be pried to break the entire length of 
the frangible connection and to remove the cover 
part from frictional engagement with the Wall 
part without substantial mutilation of either 
cover or wall parts. 

11. In a container construction wherein a sheet 
metal wall part of the container is provided with 
an opening for access into the interior of the 
container and a friction-sealing surface surround 
ing the opening, a ‘cover part formed of sheet 
metal and relatively rigid in resisting lateral 
bending, said cover part ‘having a friction seal 
ing surface for engaging said ?rst named-sealing 
surface, one of said parts being provided with a 
ridge-like circularly contoured o?set which pre 
sents in solderable proximity to the other part 
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an end area of limited radial width, a continuous 
frangible solder seal between said end area and 
the other part and forming a hermetic seal for 
said opening, said seal being spaced from said 
friction sealing surface, and a ?ange carried by 
the cover to enable prying of the same in a direc 
tion away from the wall part, said solder seal 
being a narrow and continuous line of solder of 
uniform width which is frangible throughout its 
length upon application of prying forces insu?i 
cient to cause substantial mutilation of the cover 
part, at least one of said friction sealing surfaces 
being lithographed to prevent sticking during 
formation of a solder seal. 

LESLIE W. HILLS. 
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Certi?cate of Correction 
Patent No. 2,443,984. June 22, 1948. 

LESLIE W. HILLS 
It is hereby certi?ed that errors appear in- the above numbered patent requiring 

correction as follows: In the drawing, F 
igures 2, 3, 4, and 5 should appear as shown below instead of as in the patent—— I 

awe“ 

/ ”/////////,. 

column 4, line 40, for “M, of an inch” read %4 of an inch 
read atmospheric; and that the said Letters Patent should b 
erem that the same may conform to the reco 

Signed and sealed this 23rd day of N ovem 
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THOMAS F. MURPHY, 
Assistant Uommissioner of Patents. 


